2019 International Six Nights Enduro / ISNE
When and where: 8. – 14.7.2019 Saariselkä in municipality of Inari in Lapland, northern Finland.
Riding nights: Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday and Friday, Saturday, Sunday - Thursday is for service
Nearest airport: Ivalo – 30 minutes from Saariselkä
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International Six Nights Enduro is a guided enduro safari on very unique permitted snowmobile
tracks, trails and small gravel roads in Lapland. You get to ride in groups of five riders and always a
guide to take care of you and choose the most suitable trails for your groups riding skill.
The basic enduro riding technique is required to be able to participate. The tracks in Lapland are
mostly fairly easy and progressive, but there are also some more technical places, that we can
avoid if needed for example with bigger adventure bikes.
Our guides are great at coaching and giving tips for riding and it is possible to take some small
personal lessons outside the safari riding times for example to learn how to cross a ditch.
Pricing is 150 € / day for your own registered bike and riding gear, price is 350 € / day for our rental
bike (2017-2019 KTM enduros) and quality riding gear. We recommend riding for 3 days, for
example Monday-Wednesday or Friday-Sunday. Thursday is service day and there’s no safari riding
then.
All the prices include payment for permissions to use the routes, guide services for the riding days,
campfire food and coffee during the riding day and service car expenses to carry extra food and
equipment along the way.
During summertime in Lapland there are alot of different options available for accommodation and
the pricing is much lower than in winter season.
Every riding day begins and ends in Saariselkä, but sometimes the days are so long, that we need to
refuel at some point in the middle of nowhere, so personal gas containers are good. We will take
the containers with car to the destinated location and back, so you don’t need to carry extra fuel on
your bike.
In Saariselkä we have possibility to wash and service the bikes on permitted areas, Motojysky staff
can also help you to service your bike. Sometimes we need to also service the mandatory things
along the riding day, for example if somebody gets a flat tire. We carry all the basic tools for KTMs
and spare tubes, but its necessary for you to carry the special tools needed for your specific bike for
all the services that can be done during the riding day.
It is possible also to purchase a photoshoot package from yourself for 30 €. It includes personal
quality riding pictures from the event. (more specific information coming later)
for more information please send an email to ilmo@motojysky.fi

